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This circuit, which can serve as a musical
doorbell or music generator, is built around a
microcontroller, and it can be configured by
the user. You’ll be amazed by its virtuosity
and the quality of the (polyphonic) sound it
produces.

As a doorbell, this circuit has several
attractive features:
– very good sound
– eight different tunes
– zero current when quiescent
– customisable tunes
– reasonable construction cost

The concept
Our electronic musician must perform the fol-
lowing tasks:

1. Switch on the power when the
doorbell is pressed, and reduce
the current consumption to zero
at the end of the tune.

2. Generate musical notes (up to
four at the same time), generate
envelopes for these notes and
mix them together, all based on a
short tune stored in memory.

3. Store the number of the most
recently played tune in memory
and then switch to the next tune.
The tune number is stored in
EEPROM, so the information is
retained even in the absence of
power.

4. Amplify the signal for output to a
loudspeaker.

The first three tasks (power man-
agement, music generation and data
storage) are entrusted to the
PIC 16F84. For amplification, we use
a special audio IC, the TDA2006. The
volume of the sound can be set using
a potentiometer. The impedance of
the connected loudspeaker may lie
between 4 and 8 ohms.

Some basic terms
First we need to describe a few
basic musical terms.

When a musician plays a piece of
music, he first reads the score. The
score describes the notes to be
played and their respective durations.

The location of a note on a musi-
cal staff (the well known set of five
parallel lines) determines the name
and the pitch of the note. The four
notes shown in Figure 1 are (from
left to right) an A, a G, a C and an F.

The form of the note (open or filled,
with or without a tail, with or without
a flag) determines the duration of the
note. In Figure 1, the notes are, in suc-
cession, a quarter note, an eight note,
a full note and a half note. A full note
lasts twice as long as a half note, a
half note lasts twice as long as a
quarter note, and a quarter note lasts
twice as long as an eighth note.

Naturally, there are notes with
other durations and other elements
of musical notation, but this con-
densed summary is all we need for
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Several tunes from a PIC 16F84
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Music has been defined as ‘the art of combining sounds in a manner that
is agreeable to the ear’. We thought would be a nice idea to entrust this
delicate task to the best-known microcontroller in the Microchip stable,
the PIC 16F84.



the tune, the PIC sets output RA3 low again,
causing T1 and T2 to cut off and switch off
power to the circuit (if the pushbutton has
already been released).

Note generator
The program in the PIC can generate four
notes at the same time, which is called
polyphony. In order to obtain the maximum
possible speed, the notes are generated in
the main program routine.

The PIC timer sets the tempo for playing
the tune. For each note to be played, a
counter loaded with a value corresponding to
the duration of a note is decremented each
time an interrupt occurs. When this counter
reaches zero, the program continues with the
following note and its associated duration.

The signals produced in this manner are
square waves, which are rich in harmonics.
This increases their sonic range, but in order
to make the sound of our doorbell more pleas-
ing to the ear, we have added a function
called ‘envelope generation’.

Envelope generator
The envelope generator works according to
the principle shown in Figure 4. At the start of
each note, a capacitor (C6–C9) is very quickly
charged via a low-value resistor (330 Ω) con-
nected to a port configured as an output
(RB4–RB7). After the capacitor has been
charged, the port is immediately reconfigured
as an input, which causes it to have a high
impedance, so the capacitor cannot discharge
via the port. 

The note generators (RB0–BB3) are con-
nected to the envelope generators via rela-
tively high-value pull-up resistors (100 kΩ). In
order to obtain the curve shown in Figure 4,
ports RB0–RB3 would have to be open-col-
lector outputs (type RA4), but this is not the
case. In order to obtain the desired mode of
operation, ports RB0–RB3 are configured as
follows:
– as outputs for a ‘0’ value
– as inputs for a ‘1’ value
A port configured as an output and having a
‘0’ value is essentially equivalent to an open-
collector output generating a low level (‘0’).
The same port configured as an input has a
high impedance, and it is pulled high (‘1’
value) by the pull-up resistor.

The envelope generator capacitors dis-
charge via these relatively high-value pull-up
resistors. This yields a time constant of
approximately 0.3 s. The resulting waveforms
on RB0–RB3 this have the shape shown in
Figure 5. This waveform, with a brusque
attack and an exponential decay, gives the
generated notes a timbre resembling that of
a piano (with apologies to purists!).

the purposes of this project.
A chromatic scale consists of

twelve notes (C, C#, D, D#, E, E#, F,
F#, G, G#, A, A# and B). The fre-
quencies of these notes are gener-
ated as a mathematical series based
on the twelfth root of 2 (or
1.05962…).

The notes for the various melodies
are stored in the PIC IC in the form of
tables holding the pitch and associ-
ated duration of each note. 

To generate these notes, the pro-
gram uses down-counters that are
preloaded with the values corre-
sponding to the notes we wish to
hear. Each time a counter reaches
zero, the state of an output port
(RB0–RB3 for the four tones) is
inverted, thereby generating a square
wave as illustrated in Figure 2.

The circuit
The block diagram of the doorbell is
shown in Figure 3. The circuit con-

sists of four subassemblies: the
power supply, the ‘brains’ and mem-
ory (in the form of the PIC 16F84,
which provides all of the active func-
tions), a mixer and an audio amplifier
to drive the speaker that reproduces
the tune.

Power supply
Our ‘musician’ takes his cue from the
doorbell pushbutton S1 (refer to the
schematic diagram in Figure 6).
When it is pressed, transistor T2
starts to conduct, thus driving T1
into conduction. When T1 is con-
ducting, a voltage of 5.1 V is present
across Zener diode D1. This voltage,
filtered by C4 and C5, powers the
PIC 16F84. The voltage on the col-
lector of transistor T1 also goes to
the audio amplifier (IC2). 

When the PIC starts up, output
RA3 goes high and a voltage of 5 V
is applied to the base of T2 via resis-
tor R6. Once this happens, the push-
button can be released. At the end of
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Figure 1. A staff with the four most
commonly used types of notes.
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Figure 2. A square-wave signal as
found on ports RB0–RB3.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the polyphonic doorbell.



R19. This combined signal is passed
to the audio amplifier via capacitor
C10. The gain of the amplifier can be
adjusted using potentiometer P1. P1
should be to provide maximum non-
distorted output power. To increase
the audio power level, the supply
voltage for this stage can be
increased to as much as 13.5 V
(three 4.5-V batteries in series).

If for some reason you want to be
able to stop a tune before it has fin-
ished playing, you can connect a
pushbutton switch across R3.

Construction
If you use the printed circuit board
shown in Figure 7, building the cir-
cuit is child’s play. Start with the
lowest components, as usual. After
this, fit the ‘taller’ components, such
as T1, IC2 and P1. If you use a socket
for IC1, you can later add new tunes
if you wish. If you have no intention
of ever changing the repertoire of the
doorbell, simply solder IC1 to the cir-
cuit board.

Software
Now that you’ve learned something
about the theoretical and practical
aspects of the doorbell circuit, it may

be interesting to look at the soft-
ware, particularly if you can program
PICs.

The software is available on
diskette from Readers Services
(order number 020354-11), or you
can download it free of charge from
the Elektor Electronics website. It
was generated using Microchip’s
MPLAB environment. The main rou-
tine of the program, carillon.asm,
uses three subroutines: an initialisa-
tion routine, a ‘play’ routine and an
interrupt routine, which calls the
morceau (‘piece’) routine. 

The def84.asm file contains the
Special File Registers (SFRs) and
declarations, while the macro.asm
file contains macros that allow a
‘pseudo-Pascal’ program structure to
be used (IF … REPEAT … BEGIN …
END). Finally, the morceau.asm file
contains the musical pieces (scores)
and the down-counter values for the
note generators.

Figure 8 shows a high-level flow
chart that describes the operation of
the program. When pushbutton
switch S1 is pressed, power is
applied to the circuit. The initialisa-
tion routine first configures the vari-
ous ports as inputs or outputs, con-
figures the various timer parameters
related to interrupts, and then sets
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Figure 4. Working principle of the envelope
generator.

Figure 6. The electronics consists of only two ICs surrounded by a handful of passive components.
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Figure 5. The final signal before the four notes
are mixed.
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The signals at the four note outputs
(RB0–RB3) are mixed using resistors R11–R14.
The resulting signal is taken from resistor



reaches zero, the mask is used to individu-
ally configure ports RB0–RB3 as outputs
with a ‘0’ level or inputs with a high imped-
ance, and the counter is reloaded with the
value corresponding to the note to be gen-
erated. At the end of the routine, the mask
is applied to the Port B direction register
using an XOR function, which causes the
affected outputs to be inverted in order to
generate a square-wave signal.

The interrupt routine becomes active each
time the timer value changes from ‘0xFF’ to
‘0x00’. In this routine, the timer is reloaded
with the vitesse (tempo) value and the dura-
tion down-counter is decremented. If the
duration down-counter reaches zero, the
morceau routine is called. In addition, ports
RB4–RB7, which correspond to the envelope
generators, are configured as inputs (high
impedance).

The morceau routine first configures mask1,

RA3 to ‘1’ so that transistor T2 is
held in a conducting state to provide
power to the circuit.

Each time the initialisation rou-
tine is called, it reads the number of
the last piece of music that was
played (NUM0) from EEPROM
address 0x00 and the complement of
this number from address 0x01. If
NUM0 and its complement do not
match, something went wrong the
last time these two values were
stored. In this case, NUM0 is reset to
‘0x00’ and its complement is reset to
‘0xFF’, and these values are then
stored in the EEPROM. If NUM0 and
its complement do match (e.g., ‘0x02’
and ‘0xFD’), the value of is NUM0
incremented (and if the result is
greater than the largest possible
number, it is set to zero). The new
value and its complement are then
stored for the next time.

The final action of the initialisa-
tion routine is to re-enable the inter-
rupt timer.

The main routine then calls the
play routine. This is the most impor-
tant routine of the program, since it
generates the four musical notes. It
must run at the maximum possible
speed, so its instructions are opti-
mised for this purpose. 

At the beginning of the play rou-
tine, interrupts are globally enabled
to allow the interrupt timer to func-
tion, and the mask is set to ‘0’. The
four down-counters are decre-
mented each time the routine is
executed. Each time a counter
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Figure 8. High-level flow chart
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Figure 7. Copper layout and component layout
of the printed circuit board for the musical
doorbell.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1,R2,R3,R6 = 10kΩ
R4 = 470Ω
R5 = 1kΩ
R7-10 = 330Ω
R11-R22= 100kΩ
R23 = 1Ω
P1= 100kΩ logarithmic

potentiometer

Capacitors:
C1,C2 = 22pF
C3 = 220µF 10V radial
C4 = 100nF
C5 = 1µF 10V radial
C6-C9 = 4µF7 10V radial
C10 = 22nF
C11,C12 = 22µF 10V radial

C13 = 220µF 10V radial
C14 = 220nF
C15= 100pF

Semiconductors:
D1 = zener diode 5V1 500mW
IC1 = PIC16F84A-10/P (programmed,

order code 020354-41)
IC2 = TDA2006 (Philips)
T1 = BD240
T2 = BC547

Miscellaneous:
LS1= 4Ω loudspeaker
S1= pushbutton, 1 make contact
X1= 10MHz quartz crystal
9V battery (6F22) with clip-on leads
PCB available from the PCBShop
Disk, all project software, order code

020354-11 or Free Download



which is used to drive outputs RB4–RB7 in
order to charge the envelope generator capac-
itors. It then queries the morceau0 table,
which represents the beginning of the musi-
cal score. Pointers ptrmorceaul and ptr-
morceauh, which are calculated by the initial-
isation routine, allow the morceau routine to
jump to the start of the desired musical piece
and retrieve the first four notes to be played,
along with their durations and adjuncts. An
adjunct can hold a tempo value in order to
control how fast the music is played (this
value is used to reload the timer), or it can
hold the value ‘fin’ (end) to mark the end of the
tune. In the latter case, output RA3 is reset to
‘0’ to switch off power to the circuit.

Conclusion

There are numerous possible appli-
cations for this circuit. Besides being
used as a musical doorbell, it can
also be used in a music box for chil-
dren, a musical jewellery box, as an
‘on hold’ melody generator for the
telephone, etc.

If you want to modify the tunes
programmed into the PIC, you
should bear in mind that you will
have to redo the process of assem-
bling and compiling the code needed
to generate the hex file to be stored
in the microcontroller. The develop-
ment environment used by the
author (Microchip MPLAB version
5.70) can be downloaded free of
charge from Microchip at
http://www.microchip.com/1010/plin
e/tools/picmicro/devenv/mplabi/mpla
b5x/index.htm. (note that version
6.13 requires a different project for-
mat). The procedure for editing a
piece of music is simple: first load
the project (taking care that all of the

necessary files are present in the
…\MPLAB directory), then assemble
and compile the program using the
‘Build All’ command. This will pro-
duce a hex file that can be trans-
ferred to the PIC using a suitable
programmer.

(020354-1)
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Contents of
diskette/file
020354-11
Assembler files:
carillon.asm
def84.asm
morceau.asm
macro84.asm

Hex file:
carillon.hex

Project file:
carillon.pjt

Free Downloads
PIC microcontroller software. 
File number: 020354-11.zip
PCB layout in PDF format. 
File number: 020354-1.zip
www.elektor-electronics.co.uk/ dl/dl.htm, 
select month of publication.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) does not provide parts and components
other than PCBs, fornt panel foils and software on diskette or IC (not nec-
essarily for all projects). Components are usually available form a number
of retailers – see the adverts in the magazine.

Large and small values of components are indicated by means of one of
the following prefixes :

E (exa) = 1018 a (atto) = 10–18

P (peta) = 1015 f (femto) = 10–15

T (tera) = 1012 p (pico) = 10–12

G (giga) = 109 n (nano) = 10–9

M (mega) = 106 µ (micro) = 10–6

k (kilo) = 103 m (milli) = 10–3

h (hecto) = 102 c (centi) = 10–2

da (deca) = 101 d (deci) = 10–1

In some circuit diagrams, to avoid confusion, but contrary to IEC and BS
recommandations, the value of components is given by substituting the rel-
evant prefix for the decimal point. For example,

3k9 = 3.9 kΩ 4µ7 = 4.7 µF

Unless otherwise indicated, the tolerance of resistors is ±5% and their rat-
ing is 1⁄3–1⁄2 watt. The working voltage of capacitors is ≥ 50 V.

In populating a PCB, always start with the smallest passive components,
that is, wire bridges, resistors and small capacitors; and then IC sockets,
relays, electrolytic and other large capacitors, and connectors. Vulnerable
semiconductors and ICS should be done last.

Soldering. Use a 15–30 W soldering iron with a fine tip and tin with a resin
core (60/40) Insert the terminals of components in the board, bend them
slightly, cut them short, and solder: wait 1–2 seconds for the tin to flow
smoothly and remove the iron. Do not overheat, particularly when solder-
ing ICS and semiconductors. Unsoldering is best done with a suction iron
or special unsoldering braid.

Faultfinding. If the circuit does not work, carefully compare the populated
board with the published component layout and parts list. Are all the com-

ponents in the correct position? Has correct polarity been observed? Have
the powerlines been reversed? Are all solder joints sound? Have any wire
bridges been forgotten?

If voltage levels have been given on the circuit diagram, do those mea-
sured on the board match them – note that deviations up to ±10% from
the specified values are acceptable.

Possible corrections to published projects are published from time to time
in this magazine. Also, the readers letters column often contains useful
comments/additions to the published projects.

The value of a resistor is indicated by a colour code as follows.

color 1st digit 2nd digit mult. factor tolerance

black – 0 – –
brown 1 1 ×101 ±1%
red 2 2 ×102 ±2%
orange 3 3 ×103 –
yellow 4 4 ×104 –
green 5 5 ×105 ±0,5%
blue 6 6 ×106 –
violet 7 7 – –
grey 8 8 – –
white 9 9 – –
gold – – ×10–1 ±5%
silver – – ×10–2 ±10%
none – – – ±20%

Examples:
brown-red-brown-gold = 120 Ω, 5%
yellow-violet-orange-gold = 47 kΩ, 5%

C O N S T R U C T I O N G U I D E L I N E S



:020000040000FA
:02000000F728DF
:080008000B111C088100F0300F
:100010008316860483129B03031D0F2810200900FA
:10002000FF308D000F3000219A009B009A0E9A0C31
:1000300007309A051F309B059B0A03109B0D031088
:100040009B0D01301A02031926282828851127281C
:1000500002301A0203192D2835281B089C00033092
:100060009E07031C34289F0A10289E0A031D392866
:100070009F0A002196009700960E0F3096050F30CC
:1000800097059E0A031D45289F0A002198009900A4
:10009000980E0F3098050F3099059E0A031D5128C0
:1000A0009F0A03308A00160803195928E02392009A
:1000B0008D1303308A00170803196128E023930089
:1000C0000D1303308A00180803196928E0239400EF
:1000D0008D1203308A00190803197128E023950056
:1000E0000D120D0883168605831208008316081565
:1000F00055308900AA3089008814081E7D2808110F
:100100000812831208008316081483128B1708083C
:100110000800F03086000030850085158316003019
:100120008500FF3086008B0181018111011481144B
:100130000115811281178312003089008320A100EC
:100140000130890083202106013E0319B02889016E
:100150008801762001308900FF3088007620BF2892
:10016000A10A083021020319B628B728A1012108E5
:1001700088008901762021098800890A76200330C9
:100180008A000310210DC8239F0003308A00210D2F
:10019000013EC8239E008B169D0101309B00FF305D
:1001A000810008008B178C018B138E030319E6283E
:1001B0008F030319EA2890030319EE28910303190A
:1001C000F2280C08831686068312D22812088E00A5
:1001D0000C14D82813088F008C14DB281408900006
:1001E0000C15DE28150891008C15E12808008920DF
:0401F000D220080011
:100200001F088A001E0882004A34003400340F346C
:100210000034003405348134503461348034003487
:100220000334803400340334903400340734B13460
:100230005834073480340034053491344734013461
:10024000803400340334903400340334F034003408
:100250000F34E134473405347134403401347034A0
:1002600000340334703400340334803400340B34ED
:10027000913447340334B03400340334E1349734D8
:100280000334C03400340334B034003403349034C5
:1002900000341F3485341B343F34003400340F34B1
:1002A000003400345F3400340034073480340034C8
:1002B0000F3405348B340734803400340F34053464
:1002C00081340734803400340734B5348B3403343C
:1002D000B034003403348034003403340534003443
:1002E0000334803400340F3471344B340734903489
:1002F00000340F3441349B340734703400340F34ED
:1003000017344B3407347034003407349134473495
:1003100003349034003403347034003403344034F4
:1003200000340334703400341F3451348F343F347C
:10033000003400340F34003400340334703400349B
:1003400003347034003407347A342C3407342034C6
:1003500000340334A03400340334A03400340734B0
:10036000A7342C3407347034003403347034003430
:100370000334A03400340B34C734AC340334C034F9
:1003800000340334B03400340334A03400348F34E8
:10039000823461340334803400340334A0340034B4
:1003A0008B34B23461340334B03400340334A034B9

:1003B00000340334803400340734AA342C34073436
:1003C000703400340334703400340334A034003407
:1003D0008734823461340734203400340334603489
:1003E00000340334803400341F3470342A343F34F2
:1003F000003400340F3400340034003450340034FE
:100400000034803400340034B03400340334F53424
:100410008B340334B03400340334B0340034033448
:10042000B03400340334F03400340334B0340034D6
:100430000334B03400340334B03400340334F534BE
:100440008B340334B03400340334B0340034033418
:10045000903400340F34803400340334503400348A
:100460000334703400340334803400340334903463
:1004700000340734B53481340734B03400340334E5
:10048000C53409340334C03400340334E134473410
:100490000334E03400340F34F1348B343F3400340F
:1004A00000340F34003400344A3400340034033450
:1004B000703400340334B03400340334B0340034C6
:1004C0000334E03400340334E03400340734B0340F
:1004D0000034033470340034033470340034033493
:1004E000703400340334703400340134C0340034C8
:1004F0000134B03400340134A03400340134803489
:1005000000340B347034003403347034003403345A
:10051000B13447340334B03400340334E0340034AD
:100520000334E03400340734B134473403347034D6
:1005300000340334B03400340334A7342C34013491
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